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Summary conference 

Demand is growing throughout Europe to strengthen growth, innovation, competitiveness and jobs. It is clear 

that technology will play a large part in this expansion. At the same time the ICT profession is a relatively 

young profession and is in constant development itself. How can we make sure that the future ICT 

professionals are prepared for the job market and that they will be able to contribute to a flourishing European 

Digital Economy? 

An ICT Body of Knowledge is an essential part of the proposed framework for ICT Professionalism, based on 

the European e-Competence framework, multiple education paths that allow professionals to further develop 

and a code of ethics to abide by. At the moment, there is still no international authoritative source that defines 

and organises the core knowledge of the ICT discipline. One of the ways to foster the growth of digital jobs in 

Europe and to improve ICT Professionalism is the creation of a “Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge” or “go 

to – ICT reference”. 

An international Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge should provide the basis for a common understanding of 

the foundational knowledge an ICT professional should possess. This will serve to better align education, 

certification and training, and professional ethics across Europe. 

During the conference leading stakeholders and experts from government, academia and industry discussed 

on the latest developments regarding e-skills and ICT professionalism.  

The objectives of day 2 were to:  

 Present a proposal for a first pan-European Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge, version 1.0 

 Propose a model for the promotion of ICT professionalism in Europe 

 Discuss international developments and possible cooperation 

Following our own experience and the results of our online survey, it has been an interesting and useful event! 

The complete result of the survey can be found in the annex. 

 

Figure 1: Level of satisfaction and fulfilment concerning the conference 
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Introduction by the Chairperson 

Hans van Grieken – Vice President Business Innovation at Capgemini and Executive Lecturer at 
Nyenrode Business University. 

The main message is that it is crucial in the ICT sector to understand what the customer wants and to make 

this technology available and easy usable. To be able to continue and foster this understanding, we will have 

to train the future ICT professional to work with the technology. One does not want to know what these e-

skills will be in the future, but how can we prepare people for the jobs of future? And more important, how 

will technology impact the job market?  

The changes and innovation in the IT industry has an impact on all businesses. In this context Hans rightfully 

quoted Andy MacAfee (author of The Second Machine Age) stating that ‘we ain’t seen nothing yet’. Examples 

of these changes are for instance the smart industry, the internet of things but also the fact that the IT store 

within companies nowadays is completely automated and brings a reduction of 30% in IT maintenance.  

According to Hans a whole different approach to IT driven innovation is needed. As a source of inspiration he 

mentioned the book ‘The Lean Startup’ in which Eric Ries explains that innovation is a continuous process 

where the loop of building, bringing to market and improving the product should be as short as possible. In 

this manner, the approach is business-centric instead of IT centric and the principle of fail fast/fail small is 

applied.  

 

 

 

Moreover, MIT together with Capgemini Consulting published the book ‘Leading Digital’ in October 2014. It is 

embodies four years of joint research into the digital maturity of almost 2500 companies and analysis of how 

these companies not only build digital innovations, but also how they drive enterprise-wide transformation. 

The result is that these companies can be divided into 4 different types organisations: the Beginners, the 

Conservatives, the Fashionistas and the Digirati.  

The Digirati or Digital Masters have significantly higher financial performance than their less digitally-mature 

competitors. In relation to e-Skills, how to adequately train the people to be in a Digirati company (strong 

overarching digital vision, good governance, many digital initiatives generating business value in measurable 

ways, strong digital culture)? The question for today is: Do we have the right knowledge and the right attitude 

in place to make digital innovation happen?  
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Figure 2: Matrix for Leading Digital 
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e-Skills for Competitiveness, Growth and Jobs – Contribution by the 

European Commission 

Pedro Ortún – European Commission, DG Enterprise, Director in charge of Tourism, of the Textiles, 
Fashion, Design and Creative Industries and of Key Enabling Technologies and the Digital Economy 

"e-Skills for Competitive Growth" is a topic that has been high on the European agenda ever since the “e-Skills 

for the 21st Century” agenda has been published in 2007. Other initiatives that have contributed to the 

awareness and development of e-Skills in the EU are i.a. the campaign "e-Skills for Jobs" and the "Grand 

Coalition for Digital Jobs" launched by the Commission in 2013. To date there are 55 pledging organisations 

and new national Coalitions have been launched in Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Bulgaria and 

Romania.  

The European Commission will continue its efforts to improve the level of visibility of this policy area as key 

enabling technologies will transform the workplace. Digital skills (e-skills) to drive the digital transition are 

needed to ensure industry can find the right skills to exploit new digital technologies and grow. They could 

bring a European Industrial renaissance. The Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker made clear in his 

political priorities that creating a Digital Single Market is a key objective which could generate up to EUR 250 

billion of additional growth by 2020. 

We need also to design policy actions to help traditional sectors and SMEs to prepare for the digital transition. 

The challenge is especially important for SMEs which are finding it more difficult to attract highly-skilled 

workers than larger organisations. We are working to improve access to finance through a wide range of EU 

financial instruments. The program for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small and Medium-sized 

Enterprises (COSME) will provide financial instruments to support SMEs' access to finance. 60% of the entire 

COSME programme, or €1.4 billion, is already allocated to improving access to finance for SMEs.  

Also, we will step up our efforts to promote ICT professionalism in cooperation with the European 

Standardisation Committee – CEN. If we fail to take steps to mature the ICT profession, the risks to society 

from ICT may grow to unacceptable levels. We recognised already many years ago the importance of 

standards with respect to the ICT profession and cooperated closely with the CEN ICT Skills Workshop on the e-

Competence Framework, ICT jobs profiles etc. The merits of the proposal for a pan-European Foundational ICT 

Body of Knowledge, which will be presented by Capgemini and Ernst & Young, could be examined in this 

context in the future.  

 

Figure 3: mr Pedro Ortun 
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Advancing ICT professionalism  

To start off the day, four keynote speakers have given their point of view on how to advance the ICT 

profession. Fabrizio Gagliardi speaks of advancing computing as a science and a profession, Professor Liz Bacon 

discussed the maturing the ICT profession via licensing and regulation, Dr. Diem Ho shed light on what e-skills 

innovative companies require and Dr. Olivier Grün discussed the e-skills challenges for the SME community. 

Fabrizio Gagliardi – ACM Europe Council Chair 

To advance professionalism in the ICT sector and more in general to advance computing as a science and 

profession worldwide the ACM focuses on five things. A publishing program, special interest groups, 

educational activities, conferences and awards program. The ACM was initially founded in the United States 

but has expanded its activities to outside the US, for instance the EU.  

The keys to a well-trained, professional ICT workforce are the same as in the US namely education 

(elementary, secondary, under graduate, graduate), professional development and life-long learning.  

According to the ACM the highest priority is education and lifelong learning, both in the US and in Europe. 

Contrary to the university population, influx in secondary education is dramatic. This is a question of capacity 

and as in the EU has mainly publicly paid education systems, this deserves attention. Also, the ACM is opposed 

to licensing but to certify at the students at school makes sense and the ACM does see a role of the EC. 

Furthermore ethics is extremely important.  

The ACM has published a paper ‘Informatics Education: Europe cannot afford to miss the boat’, where it 

underlines the major observations and challenges for the ICT education in Europe. One of the observations 

was that software and education in computer science were not conceived a key enabling technology in 

Horizon 2020.  

 

 

Figure 4: mr Fabrizio Gagliardi and Hans van Grieken 

Professor Liz Bacon – BCS President and Deputy Pro Vice-Chancellor, University of Greenwich, 
London 

Compared to other professions, the ICT profession is a young profession. When speaking of maturing the ICT 

profession, only now we have started to discuss the ethical issues and financial implications of ‘bad IT’. 

Interestingly, a worldwide trend is emerging in which the ICT profession is moving towards licensing and 

regulation.  
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No country has the same definition of what regulation and licensing beholds. Generally, registration, 

certification and licensing of individuals to practice the profession is meant. Some countries see the ICT 

profession as a profession that might even be a regulated.  

The reasons to regulate the ICT profession are often related to competence, the enforcement of ethical 

behaviour or the safety of the public. However, the financial costs of the ICT project failures are a clear push 

factor to more regulation.  

In terms of licensing, examples of countries that have addressed the subject:  

 USA and Canada 

 Nigeria 

 South Africa 

 Spain 

 Malaysia 

In the rest of the world countries encourage industry to ask chartered/certified professionals instead of 

regulation and licensing.  

Dr Diem Ho – Member of the IBM Academy of Technology 

ICT Skills for Innovation and Jobs from an Enterprise Perspective. What are the Skills needed in the Industry? 

The skills IBM is promoting are amongst others SSME, Smarter planet, Business analytics, Big Data, Cyber 

Security, Cloud Computing, Digital Marketing, Cognitive Computing, SME and Entrepreneurship.  

Dr Diem Ho presented the Innovation Value Pyramid. The pyramid is a model to underline the belief that the 

needed e-skills are to be able to use exploit and explore but also to fabricate, manufacture and produce ICT. It 

is a virtuous ICT skill cycle: Innovation will come by experiences and scaling up for values and jobs. 

  

 

Figure 5: [ ] 
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Dr. Oliver Grün – Vice President PIN-SME 

PIN-SME is a pan-European ICT and eBusiness network to support SME interests in the EU. This is done by 

networking, advocacy and funding.  

One of the big problems for SMEs is the jungle of certifications. Harmonisation will help SMEs to find a way in 

the myriad of certification. Moreover, harmonisation will help the internationalisation of SMEs and drive 

international hire. The e-competence framework helps in this manner. Therefore, PIN-SME advocates for the 

creation of standards by CEN.  

Other challenges are the expansion of digital communication (no budget for expansion of digital 

communication) and the change of the work in the digitalisation. E-Skills in that sense are the most important 

for SMEs. In large companies many people need to know specific topics, in a SME some people need to know 

all topics.  

The Body of Knowledge is a good approach to address these problems and give an overview of basis 

knowledge and specialisation. However, it is important to take into account that the cost to invest time and 

money in the understanding and use of the BoK could be high for SMEs.  
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A pan-EU Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge to benefit all 

At the moment, there is still no international authoritative source that defines and organises the core 

knowledge of the ICT discipline. One of the ways to foster the growth of digital jobs in Europe and to improve 

ICT Professionalism is the creation of a “Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge” or “go to – ICT reference”. 

An international Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge should provide the basis for a common understanding of 

the foundational knowledge an ICT professional should possess. This will serve to better align education, 

certification and training, and professional ethics across Europe. 

Dinand Tinholt - Vice President and Global EU lead, Capgemini Consulting 

A European ‘go-to’ reference will strengthen ICT professionalism and improve the attractiveness of the ICT 

profession. Based upon previous European initiatives and relevant research, the BoK has been drafted. We did 

not invent anything but have collected the best practices from across the world. The version that we present 

today is merely the first version of the pan-European ICT Body of Knowledge. In the upcoming years it will be 

necessary in to maintain the sustainable operating model and to continue promotional activities to keep the 

BoK alive. This is to ensure that the ICT Body of Knowledge will be more than just another European initiative.  

Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge will soon be online on the website www.ictbok.eu. The document is open 

and available for everyone. If you have comments or contributions, please send us your feedback. 

 

Figure 6: The taxonomy of the European Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge 
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Good practices – national and global Bodies of Knowledge 

Adam Thilthorpe - Director of BCS Policy, Professionalism and Public Affairs at BCS, The Chartered 
Institute for IT 

The future is coming sooner than anticipated and companies need to keep up with the change. The result is 

that the skills of the future IT professional will be built on one, or more, of these cornerstones of innovation, 

information and integration. You must exploit your IT and technology skills to disrupt your own market. 

How to not be future challenged? Development is now in business relationship management, succession 

planning and recruitment and retention. The skills that will be necessary in the IT business according to BCS 

research are captured in the following ‘word cloud’. 

 

Initiatives such as eCF, the ICT BoK and the competence framework SFIA all great ideas but best practice is 

needed to learn from other people mistakes and to continue each other’s successes. Best Practice gives you an 

advantage as you do today’s stuff best: Next Practice is doing tomorrows stuff first. This mean that we should 

no longer merely try to develop our own initiatives but we should build upon the current good practices and 

collaborate to tackle future issues.  

Karoliina Raudsepp – Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication, Estonia 

To deliver the most efficient government services we need IT in Estonia. IT is the backbone of the country and 

every Estonian needs e-skills so that we can stay at this increased efficiency level. Every Estonian should know 

the tools that are out there that will help improve their lives and business. Examples of this vision are the fact 

that internet is a human right since 2000 and e-voting starts in 2007.  

In Estonia, the digital strategy is based on two levels namely on enhancing the digital literacy. For instance for 

elderly people solutions are actively sought to keep them up to date and enable them to work with computers. 

The second level is the development of higher e-Skills, the professionals themselves will indicate to the 

Ministry the skills which they consider necessary to further develop and take specific initiatives for. Following, 

the Ministry helps to fund the skills development programmes.  

 Education at secondary level 

 Cooperation with other Nordic countries 

 ICT studies in other fields 
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For Estonia, the need for a European Digital Single Market is necessary because of the size of the country. The 

Body of Knowledge is a mechanism to standardise approaches and therefore can help to further spread 

success and help mobility. Skills development is necessary to keep EU competitive. 

James de Raeve – VP Certification The Open Group 

The Open Group started to develop a professional framework to be able to identify the architects from non 

architects. The Open Group is a global consortium that enables the achievement of business objectives 

through the development of open, vendor-neutral IT standards and certifications. The of the initial 

development of a professional framework resulted in a T-shaped model based on best practice derived from 

leading industries. Ever since the first professional framework, the Open Group has developed multiple 

certifications on the basis of best practice. The Open Group now has standards in many IT domains such as 

architecture, infrastructure and security. According to James de Raeve, a Body of Knowledge would be a good 

instrument to create the more uniform and global knowledge that is fundamental to the best practice.  

Trijntje van Dijk – Board HBO-i (Institute for Higher Professional Education ICT – Bachelor 
programmes, Netherlands) 

In the last seven years HBO-i has developed a cubicular curriculum design that serves as a curricular guideline 

and profile for the 57 members of HBO-i. The model is also useful to construct stories to attract students. The 

experience has shown that the model aids students to make choices concerning the educational path as the 

model also illustrates possible job profiles. The learning path of the students has larger flexibility.  

Moreover, HBO-i is developing a curriculum that includes honours an trans-disciplinary thinking. Students are 

curious to know more than their own disciplines. These students are receive education to help them to be 

reflective professionals and better equipped to address current societal issues. At HBO-i they hope that this is 

an inspiration for all educational providers. 
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Need for a sustainable and innovative model 

James Lapalme - Professor software and IT engineering, École de Technologie Supérieure 

The need for sustainable and innovative model, but what does sustainable mean? Are we talking about 

sustainable or durable? James Lapalme has done a comparative study of diverse ICT BoKs (SWEBOK, SEBOK, 

PMI, ITBOK and the EABOK) where he has looked at the difference and the similarities in the context, 

intentions, objectives, financing, operations and evolution. Many BoKs are a reference which means that they 

refer to the literature and the knowledge instead of listing the knowledge.  

Furthermore, current Bodies of Knowledge are mostly artefact oriented and the community is the means to 

populate the Body of Knowledge. Should the means not be the Bodies of Knowledge and the objective the 

community? The difference is the artefact oriented Bodies of Knowledge or community oriented Bodies of 

Knowledge. The community is necessary for a sustainable Body of Knowledge.  

 

Figure 7: mr James Lapalme 

Andrea Parola – General Manager European e-Skills Association  

The EaSA emphasises on the development of e-Skills from the basic skills (digital literacy) through formal 

education, skills for employability, certification, up-skilling and training. Finally, when all the before mentioned 

is incorporated creativity and innovation follows. 

This development is in line with the four building blocks for ICT professionalism (Education and Training, 

Competences, Ethics and the ICT Body of Knowledge). The CEN Workshop on ICT Skills is a first step towards 

standardising. Furthermore, the technical committee e-competences and ICT professionalism will be able to 

make the Body of Knowledge into a more formal standard as the standardisation bodies of Member States 

take place in this committee.  
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Innovation is happening...now! 

Martina Šimičić – back-end developer, Inspire 

How to enter the IT world? I went from a scrum manager to a software developer and now I develop 

innovative software for clients. Lifelong learning is essential and the interaction with ICT professionals helps 

develop interest to the profession, that is how I have made carrier choices. Late exposure to technology is the 

biggest problem in ICT, children should be exposed to computer science at a much younger age than is now 

the case. Options such as CodeWeekEU, Hour of Code, Google Summer of Code and RailsGirls are fun and 

existing initiatives.  

 

 

Figure 8: Mrs Simicic and Hans van Grieken 

Deborah Elalouf – Founder and CEO of Tralalère, and EU Code Week Ambassador 

Tralalère creates digital programs for education: the why, what and how of learning technology and computing 

to young children. We are currently creating an army of users, we should start early at primary school up until 

high school to make sure that in the future we do not only have users but also creators, digital entrepreneurs 

and innovators. Important subjects are digital literacy, computer science and information technology.  

Discovery by trial and error are an important aspect of the learning process. We therefore need to teach in 

another way. We should encourage children to take risks and promote practice in and out of schools. Examples 

are ‘Les Voyageurs du Code’, a collaborative approach in the small town of Montreuil in France and ‘Coding 

Goûter’, informal gatherings where children learn by doing.  

The difficulty lies in the scaling up from local to (inter)national level We should provide foundations and 

promote ecosystems of partners at all levels. We should foster comprehensive turnkey national solutions 

adapted to local specificities.  
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Figure 9: High level of interaction with the audience 

Andrea Gerosa – Founder and Member of Board, Think Young 

Think Young is a non-profit organisation that performs studies and lobbies for the younger generation in 

Europe. This year Think Young has conducted a research concerning the skills mismatch in Europe. The skills 

mismatch is defined as the gap between the skills demanded by the job market and those possessed by 

employees. One of the results of the study is that the majority of skills mismatch is culturally biased. Also, 

STEM skills are not to be confused with 21st Century skills or ICT skills. STEM stands for Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics and are focussed on i.e. quantitative and qualitative analysis, math, computing 

and modelling. The 21st century skills are more about i.e. critical thinking, problem solving and creativity. The 

most important to bridge the skills gap is to improve communication between employers, students and 

educators.  
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State-of-play of international collaboration 

Fiona Fanning - Secretary General CEPIS and EU Affairs Manager ECDL Foundation 

The International Dimension of ICT Professionalism & the Impact of Globalisation. The e-skills gap is growing 

and is a global trend. Off shoring impacts the ICT jobs and the necessary skills in Europe. To address this 

problem we must better address e-skills shortages globally and promote ICT Professionalism in the longer 

term. 

Policy recommendations are:  

 To drive world-class e-Skills excellence in all levels of education,  

 To promote and develop e-Leadership skills,  

 To foster mobility and become a magnet for talent,  

 To address the impact of digital business models,  

 To develop a global (and local) ICT Profession.  

Chuck Walrad – IEEE Computer Society Treasurer and Chair of IEEE CS Professional Activities 
Board-IT Committee 

Enterprise IT in the Global Arena. We should focus on what is constant in the foundational ICT knowledge 

instead in focussing too much on change. ICT fundamentals do not change as fast. Furthermore, today’s 

challenge for the ICT profession is that there is no common framework to relate the various individual 

professional areas within enterprise IT to. We need a consensually accepted framework to address these 

challenges. Cooperation between ITBoK and EU ICT Body and Knowledge is therefore necessary. 

Mr. Hayashiguchi – BoK Leader Information-technology Promotion Agency (IPA), Japan 

IPA is an agency of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry promoting the implementation of IT policy. 

The IPA undertakes many initiatives to develop IT in Japan. Firstly, IPA trains young human resources capable 

of realising innovations and creating new markets in the IT field. Secondly, IPA organises security camps where 

youngsters get trained in the security domain. Thirdly, IPA is in charge of the Information Technology 

Engineers Exam. Fourthly, IPA has recently written the IT HR White paper and developed Skill Standards. The 

most recent initiative is the skill standard “i Competency Dictionary”. The i-CD and the EU BoK can collaborate 

by comparing and collaborating whilst developing the separate documents.  

 

 

Figure 10: mr Hayashiguchi 
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Annex 1: Agenda Day 2 

 

European e-Skills 2014 Conference 
e-Leadership and ICT Professionalism  
Fostering Talent and Excellence in Europe 
 
2 and 3 December 2014 
Marriott Hotel City Centre 
Brussels, Belgium 

DAY 2: ICT Professionalism 

08:30 - 09:30 Registration and Welcome Coffee 

  Welcome and Introduction 

09:30 - 09:50 Introduction by the Chairperson 

 Hans van Grieken, Vice President IT Strategy and Transformation at Capgemini  

  Advancing ICT professionalism 

Keynotes speeches: 

09:50 - 10:05 e-Skills for Competitiveness, Growth and Jobs 

 Pedro Ortun, European Commission, DG Enterprise and Industry, Director 
Service Industries 

10.05 – 10.25 Advancing computing as a science and a profession 

 Fabrizio Gagliardi, Chair ACM Europe Council 

10:25 - 10:40 Maturing the ICT profession  

 Liz Bacon, President of the BCS (Chartered Institute for IT), past Chair of the 
BCS Academy of Computing and past Chair of CPHC (Council of Professors and 
Heads of Computing). Deputy Pro Vice-Chancellor, University of Greenwich 

 10:40 - 10:55 

10:55 - 11:10 

Real time necessities for businesses – what do innovative companies require?  

 Diem Ho, Manager of University Relations for IBM Europe Middle East and 
Africa 

Real time necessities for businesses – what are the challenges for the SME 
community from an ICT user perspective? 

 Oliver Grün, IT Entrepreneur, Vice President of PIN-SME  

 11:10 - 11:30 Coffee break 

  A pan-EU Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge to benefit all 

 11:30 - 11:40 Creation of a ‘go-to’ reference for ICT 

 Dinand Tinholt, Vice President and Global EU lead, Capgemini Consulting 

 11:40 - 12:50 Good practices – national and global Bodies of Knowledge 

 Adam Thilthorpe, Director of BCS Policy, Professionalism and Public Affairs at 
BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT 
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 Karoliina Raudsepp, Estonian Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
Communications 

 James de Raeve, Vice President, Certification, The Open Group  

 Trijntje van Dijk, Chair HBO-I (Institute for Higher Professional Education ICT – 
Bachelor programmes, Netherlands) 

 12:50 - 13:50 Lunch Break 

  Driving sustainability and innovation 

 13:50 - 14:25 
 

 

14:25 - 15:10 

Need for a sustainable and innovative model 

 Andrea Parola, E-Skills Association and vice president ICT skills workshop CEN 

 James Lapalme, Professor software and IT engineering, École de Technologie 
Supérieure 

Innovation is happening...now! 

 Martina Šimičić, back-end developer, Inspire 

 Déborah Elalouf, Founder and CEO of Tralalère, and EU Code Week 
Ambassador  

 Andrea Gerosa, Founder and Member of Board, Think Young 

  
 15:10 - 15:35 Coffee Break 

  The international dimension: intensifying global collaboration on e-Skills 

 15:35 - 15:50  Impact of global developments for Europe 

 Fiona Fanning, Secretary General CEPIS and EU Affairs Manager ECDL 
Foundation 

 15:50 - 16:20 State-of-play of international collaboration  

 Chuck Walrad, IEEE Computer Society Treasurer and Chair of IEEE CS 
Professional Activities Board-IT Committee 

 Mr. Hayashiguchi, BoK Leader Information-technology Promotion Agency 
(IPA), Japan 

  Concluding Remarks for Day 2 

16:20 - 16:30  Closing remarks by the chair 

16:30 - 16:40  Final statement European Commission 
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